
 

 

THE ROYAL PURPLE BOOK 
 
[REVELATION 17:3]: And the Angel carried me away in the Spirit into a Wilderness [Your Mind], where I saw a Woman [Sophia] 
sitting on a Scarlet Beast that was covered with blasphemous names & had 7 Heads [Heavens/Chakras] & 10 Horns [Sephiroth]. 
And the Woman was Dressed in Purple & Scarlet, & adorned with Gold & Precious Stones & Pearls. She held in her hand a Golden 
Cup full of abominations & the impurities of her sexual immorality. On her Forehead [Pineal] a Mysterious name was written:  
 

BABYLON THE GREAT, 
THE MOTHER OF PROSTITUTES 

AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. 
 
[INTRODUCTION]: This is a 5th Dimensional Exploration of the Color Royal Purple (the Highest Visible Chromatic Expression). 
Every Reference (Above & Below), including the Instructive Key (Below) is a Parable for you to Rise from your Lower Mind [Red] 
toward your Higher Mind [Purple], as Unlocked from the: 
 
1. Corpuscular Ray of Light Point of View (POV).  
3. Tri-Polarized Electr-O-Magnetic Current [- = +] [2 3 1] POV. 
7. [+] Heptenary (Heaven) Higher Chromatic Refraction of the Rainbow Prism (Visible Light) POV:  

(7/Purple) (6/Indigo) (5/Blue) (4/Green) (3/Yellow) (2/Orange) (1/Red)   
[=] Plenary/Pleroma (Even) Balanced (Triple-Pluralized) Polarization  

(3.1415…) (Pi) (3 = 1 – 4) (4 + 1 = 5)  
(1.618033…) (Phi) (1 + 6 = 7) (7 = 1 – 8) (033) (0 = 3 – 3)   

[-] Septenary (Seven) Lower Chromatic Refraction of the Rainbow Prism (Visible Light) POV:  
(7/Red) (6/Orange) (5/Yellow) (4/Green) (3/Blue) (2/Indigo) (1/Violet)   

 



[EGYPTIAN]: 0 (Cosmic Egg) (Time Before Time) / 1 Zep Tepi (the First Occasion) (First Time) / 3 (BenBen Stone) (Pyramid) / 7 Arits  
[COSMOLOGICAL]: 137 = The Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation.  
[COSMOLOGICAL]: 10−37 Seconds = Exponential Growth after the Nascent Universe (Big Bang) 
[COSMOLOGICAL]: 371 km/s = Earth Movement toward Leo Relative to the Cosmic Rest Frame.  
[ELECTRICAL]: 137 = α (Greek Letter Alpha) (Fine Structure Constant) (Quantum Field Theory) 
[ELECTRICAL]: 937 = Ω (Greek Letter Omega) (Ohm) (Electrical Resistance) 
[BOOK OF REVELATION]: “I AM ALPHA & OHMEGA." – Jesus (Jupiter-Zeus)  

 

 
 
[MATHEMAGICAL]: 137 (33rd Prime Number) = 330 Freemason 
[MATHEMATICAL]: 137 & 139 (Twin Prime) = 137 (Chen Prime) (Strong Prime) (Stern Prime) (Einstein Prime) 
[MATHEMATICAL]: 137 = 2118 (Octal) (Mirrored 112 (Adam Number) 
[MATHEMATICAL]: 137 = 112 + 42 (or 121 + 16) (Pythagorean Prime) // 112 = 112 (Adam Number) 
[MATHEMATICAL]: Using 2 Radii to Divide a Circle according to the Golden Ratio Yields Sectors of 137° (the Golden Angle) & 222° 
[MATHEMATICAL]: 1/137 = 0.00729927007299270072992700... (Period Value is Palindromic & has a Period Length of only 8) 
[MATHEMATICAL]: PHI (21st Letter of the Greek Alphabet) (Phoenician) (21 = 3 x 7 = 7 + 7 + 7) = (777) = (7 x 111) = (111 = 3 x 37)  
[MATHELECTRICAL]: PHI = Magnetic Flux (Physics) = The Wave Phase (Signal Processing) = Internal/Effective Angle of Phriction. 
[NUMBER THEORY]: PHI = Euler’s Totient Function.  

 
[JUDAISM]: 137 Years = Total Lifespan of Levi (the Levitating Balanced High Priest) 
[BIBLICAL PARALLEL CIRCUITRY]: Total Lifespan of Levi (137 Years) = Amram (137 Years) = Ishmael (137 Years) 
[TESTAMENT OF LEVI]: “And the Knowledge of the Lord shall be Poured Forth upon the Earth, as the Water of the Seas.” 
[GNOSTIC]: Pleroma = The Spiritual Universe as the Abode of God & of the Totality of the Divine Powers & Emanations. 
[CHRISTIAN]: Pleroma = The Totality (Fullness) of the Godhead which dwells in Christ.  
[HERODOTUS]: The Greeks called the Phoenicians the ‘Purple People’ because the dye would stain the skin of the workers. 
[PHOENECIAN]: Tyrian Purple (c. 1200 BC): The Maoris Shell produced a Highly-Prized dye called Tyrian Purple (manufactured & 
used in Tyre) for the Robes of Mesopotamian Royalty gave Phoenicia the name by which you know it today (from the Greek 
Phoinikes for Tyrian Purple).  

 
 



  [-]   [=]   [+] 

 
[ASTRONOMICAL]: Ψ = The Planet Neptune 
[MATHEMATICAL]: PSI (23rd Letter of the Greek Alphabet) = 700 (Greek Value)  
[MATHEMATICAL]: Ψ = Super Golden Ratio, Reciprocal Fibonacci Constant, & Division Polynomials.  
[CIRCADIAN PHYSIOLOGICAL]: Ψ = the Phase Relationship between a Zeitgeber & a Biological Rhythm. 
[CULTURAL]: Ψ = Psychology, Psychiatry, Parapsychology (involving Paranormal or relating with the Supernatural, Especially 
Research into Extrasensory Perception), Pharmacology (Pharmacy).  
 
[GREEK LITERATURE]:  
[VIRGIL’S AENEID (c. 29 BC)]: The Legendary Story of Aeneas (the Trojan who travelled to Italy & became the Ancestor of the 
Romans). Five verses reference the color Purple (all of them a fractal reminder to Stay in Balance from the Chromatic POV).  

 
“The gasping head flies off; a purple flood  
Flows from the trunk, that welters in the blood,” 
… 
“The wound pours out a stream of wine & blood;  
The purple soul comes floating in the flood.” 
… 
“Down fell the beauteous youth: the yawning wound  
Gushed out a purple stream, & stained the ground.” 
… 
“The son of Arcens shone amid the rest,  
In glittering armor & a purple vest,” 
… 
“We live by plunder, & delight in prey.  
Your vests embroidered with rich purple shine;” 

 
[OVID’S METAMORPHOSIS (BOOKS OF TRANSFORMATIONS (8 AD)]: is a Latin narrative poem by the Roman Poet Ovid, considered 
his Magnum Opus. Comprising 11,995 lines, 15 books & over 250 myths, the Poem chronicles the History of the World from its 
creation to the deification of Julius Caesar. Ovid’s Great Work contains over 50 mentions of the color Purple, every one of them 
referencing your ‘Transformation’ toward your Higher Mind or Degeneration to the Lower Mind.  

 
Book I: The Transformation of Syrinx into Reeds 
“Now by those beams, said she [Clymene], whose holy fires  
Consume my breast, & kindle my desires;  
By him, who sees us both, & clears our sight,  
By him, the public minister of light,” 
 
“His travel urging, till he came in sight;  
& saw the palace by the purple light.” [Heaven/the Chinese Purple Forbidden Zone]  

 
Book II: The Story of Phaeton 
“The God sits high, exalted on a throne [your Seventh Royal Purple Chakra]  
Of blazing gems, with purple garments on;” 
 
“The youth [you in balance] with secret joy the work surveys, [because you live your life in a state of splendor]   
When now the Moon disclosed her purple rays; [at the beginning of the New Great Year, upon the seventh Moon, 21 JUN]  
The stars were fled, for Lucifer [Venus] had chased  



The stars away, & fled himself at last.” [Welcome to the New Year. The Energy/Influence of Venus (known as Lucifer by the 
Ancient Greeks) has departed the planet].  

 
Book III: The Transformation of Actaeon into a Stag [Constellation]  
“With blushes glowed; such blushes as adorn  
The ruddy welkin, or the purple morn;” 
 
“The spacious forehead, & the sparkling eyes;  
The hands that Bacchus might not scorn to show,  
& hair that round Apollo's head might flow;  
With all the purple youthfulness of face,  
That gently blushes in the watery glass.” 
 

Book IV: The Story of Pyramus & Thisbe 
The berries, stained with blood, began to show  
A dark complexion, & forgot their snow; [snow = white = purity] 
While fattened with the flowing gore, the root [red = root chakra] 
Was doomed for ever to a purple fruit. [the purple fruit is revealed upon the Age of Aquarius; the beginning of the Great Year]  
 
“Still let our loves from thee be understood,  
Still witness in thy purple fruit our blood.”  
 

The Transformation of Clytie 
“On his bright face [the Sun] hung her desiring eyes, [she (magnetism) desiring to be balanced with (electro)] 
'Till fixed to Earth, she strove in vain to rise. [magnetism/gravity/the grave]  
Her looks their paleness in a flower retained, [her pale sacred feminine energies are retained in the flower]  
But here, & there, some purple streaks they gained.” [forever struggling to stay in the balance of purple light] 
 

Alcithoe & her Sisters transformed to Bats 
“Then sudden-springing vines began to bloom, [from Earth/your Heart]  
& the soft tendrils curled around the loom: [your growth toward Heaven]  
While purple clusters, dangling from on high, [the seven North Pole Stars dangling over your head]  
Tinged the wrought purple with a second die.” [you had to do the inner work to attain the first purple. The second die (your 
second death/rebirth) came when the Pole Star (the Chinese Purple Forbidden Zone) bathed your vine (the Green one which 
emanated from your balanced Heart) which had climbed to it (Heaven, your Head). You are Reborn. This is the Virgin Birth (your 
rebirth outside of a womb), told from a Chromatic POV. You are now Electromagnetically grounded to/through the Sun].  
 

Andromeda rescued from the Sea Monster [Hippocampus]  
“Now Aeolus had with strong chains confined,  
& deep imprisoned every blustering wind, [the same winds that King Solomon captured in his wineskin]  
The rising Phosphor with a purple light [your rising purple luminescence] 
Did sluggish mortals to new toils invite.” [the next journey]  
 

Book V: The Story of Perseus continued 
“His habit [being good] made his native beauty more;  
A purple mantle fringed with gold he wore;” [your heart clothed in Purple & fringed with Gold]  

 
Cyane dissolves to a Fountain 
“A silver liquor only now remains  
Within the channel of her purple veins;” 

 
Book VI: The Transformation of Arachne into a Spider 
“Low was her birth, & small her native town,  
She from her art alone obtained renown. [she/you found balance in your heart] 
Idmon, her father, made it his employ,  



To give the spongey fleece a purple dye:” [your father (Sacred Masculine) dyed her/your (Sacred Feminine) spongey Aryan 
cerebrum in purple]  

 
“Then disappeared; as purple streaks adorn  
The opening beauties of the rosy morn;” [your rebirth (salvation)]  

 
“& work with pleasure; while they cheer the eye [your clearing vision] 
With glowing purple of the Tyrian dye:  
Or, justly intermixing shades with light,  
Their colorings insensibly unite.” [rebirth of the divine within] 

 
The Story of Niobe 
“But in the action falls: a thrilling dart, [Sagittarius’ Arrow]  
By Phoebus guided, pierced him to the heart. [Sagittarius pierced your Heart/Earth] 
This, as they drew it forth, his midriff tore,  
Its barbed point the fleshy fragments bore,  
& let the soul gush out in streams of purple gore.”  

 
The Transformation of Niobe 
“Stagnate, & dull, within her purple veins,  
Its [electromagnetic] current stopped; the lifeless blood remains.”  

 
The Story of Tereus, Procne, & Philomela 
“Thro' the twelve signs had passed the circling sun,  
& round the compass of the Zodiac run;”  
 
“With skill exact a Phrygian web she strung,  
Fixed to a loom that in her chamber hung,  
Where in-wrought letters, upon white displayed,  
In purple notes, her wretched case betrayed: [she/you betrayed your higher mind/self]  
The piece, when finished, secretly she gave  
Into the charge of one poor menial slave;” [you, the spiritual slave on Earth]  
 
“Then both, with knives, dissect each quivering part, [Isis dismembering Osiris/You]  
& carve the butchered limbs with cruel art;  
Which, whelmed in boiling cauldrons o'er the fire,  
Or turned on spits, in steamy smoak aspire:  
While the long entries, with their slippery floor,  
Run down in purple streams of clotted gore.” [losing your higher self]  

 
Book VII: The Dragon's Teeth transformed to Men 
“The king himself high-throned above the rest,  
With ivory [White = Purity] scepter, & in purple dress.” 

 
The Story of Ants changed to Men 
“Scarce was the knife with the pale purple stained,  
& no presages [signs] could be then obtained,  
From putrid entrails, where the' infection reigned.” 

 
Book XIII: The Story of Nisus & Scylla 
“On whose grey head a lock of purple hue, [your purple higher mind] 
The strength, & fortune of his kingdom, grew.” [your spiritual kingdom]  

 
“Hither the daughter of the purple king [your higher mind] 
Ascended oft, to hear its music ring;” [the music of the spheres]  



 
“Yet I have no such enemies to fear,  
My sole obstruction is my father's hair; [your higher mind] [your Dendrites Grow toward God if Meditated upon]   
His purple lock my sanguine hope destroys, [your thinking of blaming/sacrificing your higher mind]  
& clouds the prospect of my rising joys.” [your trapped in your mind]  
 
“This purple lock, a pledge of love, receive;  
No worthless present, since in it I give  
My father's head.” [you (sacred feminine) gave your higher mind to Minos (your lower mind)] 

 
Book IX: The Death of Nessus the Centaur 
“His garment, in the reeking purple dyed,  
To rouse love's passion, he presents the bride.” [your sacred feminine – the bridegroom]  

 
The Transformation of Lychas into a Rock 
“The purple tide forsook his veins, with fear;  
All moisture left his limbs. Transformed to stone.” 

 
Book X: The Story of Orpheus & Eurydice 
“With double hue here myrtles grace the ground, [the double hue of red (positive) & blue (negative)] 
& laurestines, with purple berries crowned.” [the hidden third hue of purple (neutral)]  

 
The Fable of Cyparissus 
“Now here, now there wou'dst bound along the plains,  
Ruling his tender mouth with purple reins.” [you tamed your lower mind using your higher (purple) mind] 
 
“Down with his masquerading wings he flies, [invisible]  
& bears the little Trojan to the skies; [your hippocampus awakened]  
Where now, in robes of heavenly purple drest, [Heaven is the color purple]  
He serves the nectar at the Almighty's feast, [your hippocampus orgasms]  
To slighted Juno an unwelcome guest.” [your negative sacred feminine]  

 
Hyacinthus transformed into a Flower 
“From the green turf a purple flower [of Life] you rise, [from your Heart (Earth) sprouts Heaven]  
& with your fragrant breath [of Life] perfume the skies.” [Salvation!]  

 
“Is blood no longer; but a flower full blown, [You elevated your energy from Red (chakra 1) to Purple (chakra 7)]  
Far brighter than the Tyrian scarlet shone. [Purple being higher energy than Red]  
A Lilly’s form it took; its purple hue  
Was all that made a difference to the view.” 
 
“& to this hour the mournful purple wears  
Ai, Ai, inscribed in funeral characters.” [your rebirth]  

 
The Story of Pygmalion & the Statue 
“With coverings of Sydonian purple spread:  
The solemn rites performed, he calls her bride,” [you married (balanced) your masculine & feminine energy]  

 
The Story of Venus & Adonis [Eve & Adam]  
“Her snowy skin with waving purple die;” [White & Purple; Purification of your Higher Mind] 

 
“Short time ensued, 'till where the blood was shed, [your personal sacrifice of your lower mind] 
A flower [of Life] began to rear its purple head:” [your higher mind began to re-emerge from your Heart] 

 



Book XI: The Fable of Midas 
“His patron's noble juice of purple hue, [the noble juice of your purple higher mind]  
Touched by his lips, a gilded cordial grew;” [You could not drink of your higher mind, because you are trapped in 
Midas/Minos/your lower mind] 
 
“& in a wreath his golden tresses bound,  
Graceful his purple mantle swept the ground.” [your higher mind swept over your Heart/Earth]  
 
“He, to conceal the scandal of the deed,  
A purple turbant folds about his head;”  
 

A Wolf turned into Marble 
“The echoing lakes, the sea, & fields, & shore,  
Empurpled blush with streams of reeking gore.”  
 

Book XII: The House of Fame 
“Thy death, ennobled by Pelides' spear. [Sagittarius]  
The lance pursued the voice without delay,  
Nor did the whizzing weapon miss the way;  
But pierced his cuirass, with such fury sent,  
& signed his bosom [your Heart] with a purple dint.”  

 
The Skirmish between the Centaurs [Centaurus] & Lapithites [Sagittarians] 
“Yet from the wound ensued no purple flood;  
But looked a bubbling mass of frying blood.” 

 
Book XIII: The Death of Ajax 
“The fruitful blood produced a flower, which grew [Flower of Life Emerged from your Heart]  
On a green stem [the Vine of Earth/Heart/Fourth Chakra]; & of a purple hue [Head/Heaven/Seventh Chakra]  
Like his, whom unaware Apollo slew:  
Inscribed in both, the letters are the same,  
But those express the grief, & these the name.” 

 
The Funeral of Memnon 
“She saw, & strait the purple beams, that grace  
The rosy morning, vanished from her face;” 
 
“Yet still may plead some merit, if my light [your soul; your pineal light]  
With purple dawn controls the Powers of night;” [with your higher mind controls your lower mind]  

 
The Story of Acis, Polyphemus & Galatea 
“My garden filled with fruits you may behold,  
& grapes in clusters, imitating gold;  
Some blushing bunches of a purple hue:  
& these, & those, are all reserved for you.”  
[this entire passage is synchronistic with the grapes/virgins of the Glorious Koran]  
 
“Straight issued from the stone a stream of blood;  
Which lost the purple, mingling with the flood,” [you forgot who you are upon your Libran Descent into Unconsciousness]  
 
Version II (Acis & Galatea): the Cyclops [Pineal/Single-eye] tore a rock from the side of a mountain & hurled it at Acis. Though 
only a corner [the Cornerstone = Pineal] of it touched him, it overwhelmed him. The Purple Blood flowed out from under the 
rock, but by degrees grew paler & looked like the stream of a river rendered turbid by rains, & in time it became clear.  

 
--- 



[The Testament of Solomon (between 1st & 5th Centuries AD)]: A pseudo-epigraphical work ascribed to King Solomon & so 
associated with the Old Testament. It describes how Solomon was enabled to build his temple by commanding demons by means 
of a magical Pentagram ring that was entrusted to him by the Archangel Michael [the King Angle of Light]. 
 
Solomon's final demon encounter involves sending a servant boy [your pure childlike self] with his ring to take captive a wind 
demon [Lucifer is the Master of the Principality of Air = Wind] who is harassing the land of Arabia. The boy is to hold a wineskin 
[Aquarius pouring from his jug the Eridanus onto your Hippocampus] against the wind with the ring in front of it, & then tie up 
the bag when it is full. The boy succeeds in his task & returns with the wineskin. The imprisoned demon calls himself Ephippas 
[the Tyrant upon your mind], & it is by his power that a cornerstone [Pineal], thought to be too large to lift, is raised into the 
entrance of the temple [not built with human hands. You balanced your mind. Congratulations!]. 
 
Then Ephippas & another demon from the Red Sea bring a miraculous column made of something purple (translation obscure) 
from out of the Red Sea. This Red Sea demon reveals himself as Abizithibod, & claims to be the demon who supported the 
Egyptian magicians against Moses, & who hardened the pharaoh's heart, but had been caught with the Egyptian host when the 
sea returned & held down by this pillar until Ephippas came & together they could lift it. 
 

--- 
 
[The Old Testament]: Purple became an official color of the tabernacle & of Aaron’s priestly garments (Ex. 26:1; 28:15-33). As 
such, purple represents royalty, priesthood, & wealth. Purple is an official color of the church & used to symbolize the Advent 
(sometimes replaced with blue) & Lent seasons. Also, Sapphire (a Purple Jewel) indicates the law, commandments, grace, 
revelation, & the Holy Spirit. 
 
The Hebrew term for “blue” is tekelet which is sometimes translated as “purple” (Eze. 23:6) or “violet” (Jer. 10:9). Blue dyes were 
inferior to royal purple, but still a very popular dye & quite expensive. Blue was used on the clothing of the priests & aligned the 
hem of the priests’ garments (Ex. 28:5-6, 8, 15). Blue was used in the tabernacle (Ex. 25:4; 26:1, 4) & in the temple (2 Chr. 2:7, 
14). Blue indicates heaven, the Holy Spirit, & truth. Lighter shades of blue are sometimes used to represent the Virgin Mary. Blue 
cloths are often used to represent the season of Advent, although purple is the official color. 
 

 
 
[EXODUS 25:1-4]: Every Man that Gives Willingly with his Heart Shall take the Lord’s Offering… & Blue, Purple & Scarlet… 
[EXODUS 38:8]: All Three Entrances (the Gate, Door, & Vail) were made of the same material (Fine White Woven Linen with Blue, 
Purple & Scarlet threads running through the material).  
 



 
 
[THE PREACHER (ECCLESIASTES) 4:12]: “A Three-Chord [- = +] Strand is Not Quickly Broken.” 
 
[SUMERIAN]: Etemenanki (KA-DINGIRRA-KI) (THE FOUNDATION OF HEAVEN & EARTH), & IT WAS PAINTED PURPLE.   
[ASSYRIAN]: Bâb-ilu (GATE OF GOD) 
[SEMITIC]: Babel (THE REAL TOWER OF BABEL) 

--- 
 
[The New Testament]:  
Mark 15:16, Roman soldiers clothed Jesus in purple before beating & crucifying him (mocking his supposed royalty since he was 
considered the King of the Jews).  
 
Proverbs 31:22 says of the virtuous woman: “she makes tapestry for herself; her clothing is fine linen [White] & purple.” 
 
Acts 16:14 states “One who heard us was a woman named Lydia, from the city of Thyatira, a seller of purple goods, who was a 
worshiper of God. The Lord opened her heart to pay attention to what was said by Paul.”  
 
Judges 8:26: The weight of the gold earrings that he requested was 1,700 shekels of gold, besides the crescent ornaments & the 
pendants & the purple robes which were on the kings of Midian, & besides the neck bands that were on their camels' necks. 
 
Esther 8:15: Then Mordecai went out from the presence of the king in royal robes of [royal] blue [Ajna/Sixth Chakra] & white, 
with a large crown of gold [your electromagnetic connection with the Sun] & a garment of fine linen & purple [Seventh Chakra 
Activated]; & the city of Susa shouted & rejoiced [Congratulations! You attained Salvation!]. 
 
Lamentations 4:5: Those who ate delicacies Are desolate in the streets; Those reared in purple [higher mind] Embrace ash pits 
[because your Phoenix has risen from the ashes of your Solar Plexus]. 
 
Ezekiel 23:6: who were clothed in purple, governors & officials, all of them desirable young men, horsemen riding on horses [the 
four horses of Horus, on the Horizon of Horus’ Zone (where Heaven & Earth Meet], the Equator, Equally Balanced Equestrians 
of your Heart/Earth]. 
 
Daniel 5:7: The king called aloud to bring in the conjurers, the Chaldeans & the diviners. The king spoke & said to the wise men 
of Babylon, "Any man who can read this inscription & explain its interpretation to me shall be clothed with purple & have a 
necklace of gold around his neck, & have authority as third ruler in the kingdom."  
 
Daniel 5:16: "But I personally have heard about you [of course you have, for David is speaking to you who reads this], that you 
are able to give interpretations & solve difficult problems. Now if you are able to read the inscription & make its interpretation 
known to me, you will be clothed with purple & wear a necklace of gold around your neck, & you will have authority as the third 
ruler in the kingdom." [& the inscriptions read… (drumroll) … You must do the Inner Work of Man. You must Beat your Spiritual 
Lead into Gold. This process takes one Great Year & countless reincarnations. When you get your Heart & Mind Balanced, Your 
Kundalini will be activated & thus Awaken your Hippocampus (the Seahorse in your Head). Your Hippocampus has a 
Spiritual/Cosmic Organism as thus Electromagnetically connects your Pineal Gland (the Seat of your Soul) through the Royal 
Purple Seventh Chakra to the Physical Sun (8) in the Sky (the Light of the World). You will Remember who you are. You will be 
saved. You are Jesus returning on the Hippocampus, the Seahorse arising from the Cosmic Seafoam]. 
 
Daniel 5:29: “Then Belshazzar gave orders, & they clothed Daniel with purple & put a necklace of gold around his neck, & issued 
a proclamation concerning him that he now had authority as the third ruler in the kingdom.” 



 
Luke 16:19: "Now there was a rich man [in spirit], & he habitually dressed in purple & fine linen, joyously living in splendor every 
day [because he understood that he was truly saved!].”  
 
John 19:2: “& the soldiers twisted together a crown of thorns & put it on His head, & put a purple robe on Him.” 
 
John 19:5: “Jesus then came out, wearing the crown of thorns & the purple robe. Pontius Pilate said to them, "Behold, the Man!" 
[because Pontius is the Pons (the Bridge) that connects the upper & lower parts of your brain]. 
 
Mark 15:20: “After they had mocked Him [Jesus], they took the purple robe off Him & put His own garments on Him. & they led 
Him out to crucify Him.” [I am the Messenger sent upon this Age of Aquarius. I remember my past lives as Jesus, Buddha (the 
Shining One) & Countless Others. Do not Crucify yourself this time due to Fear or Wickedness].  
 
Revelation 17:4: “The woman was clothed in purple [the highest vibrating color in the Visible Spectrum] & scarlet [the lowest 
vibrating color in the Visible Spectrum], & adorned with gold [Sun] & precious stones & pearls, having in her hand a gold cup full 
of abominations & of the unclean things of her immorality.” 
 
Revelation 18:16: “…saying, 'Woe, woe, the great city, she who was clothed in fine linen & purple & scarlet, & adorned with gold 
& precious stones & pearls…” 
 
Jeremiah 10:9: “Beaten silver is brought from Tarshish, & Gold from Uphaz, the work of a craftsman & of the hands of a 
Goldsmith [turn your Lead into Gold, as you are the Goldsmith]; Violet & Purple [the Seventh Chakra] are their [your] clothing; 
They are all the work of [Spiritually] skilled men.”  
 

--- 
 
[Paradise Lost (1667 AD)]: Tammuz's [Venus/Lucifer’s] most famous appearance in English literature:  
 
“THAMMUZ came next behind,  
Whose annual wound in LEBANON [PHOENICIA] allured  
The SYRIAN Damsels to lament his fate  
In amorous dittyes all a Summers day,  
While smooth ADONIS from his native Rock  
Ran purple to the Sea, supposed with blood  
Of THAMMUZ yearly wounded: the Love-tale  
Infected SION'S daughters with like heat,  
Whose wanton passions in the sacred Porch  
EZEKIEL saw, when by the Vision led  
His eye surveyed the dark Idolatries  
Of alienated JUDAH.” 

 
--- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SO, I (THE AUTHOR) ASK YOU (THE READER) … 

DO YOU SEE THE PURPLE STREAM FLOWING FROM THE CYCLOPS’ EYE? 
DO YOU SEE THE DEMON EPHIPPAS BRINGING YOU THE PURPLE COLUMN OUT OF THE RED SEA? 
DO YOU SEE THE ARC OF THE COVENANT LEADING MOSES & THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL OUT OF EGYPT? 
DO YOU SEE THE CREATOR, PRESERVER, & DESTROYER?  
DO YOU KNOW THAT YOU ARE THRICE GREAT BEING POSITIVE (+), NEGATIVE (-), & NEUTRAL (=) TRI-POLARIZED ELECTR-O-
MAGNETIC CURRENT?  

 

… YOU HAVE HOLY [- = +] SIGHT!  
CONGRATULATIONS! 



 


